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Press Statement by the
Government of Eritrea
Press reports disclosed that on 3 October 2013 individuals, the majority of
whom Eritrean citizens lost their lives while on migration when a boat from
the Libyan coastline heading to Lampedusa, Italy, capsized. It is to be noted
that such loss of life is not the first of its kind as well as saddle, but one of the
chain of loss of the lives of Eritreans, perpetrated by criminal human traffickers
in violation of all international laws and human values.
It is common knowledge that the Government of Eritrea has been calling
on international and regional organizations and governments that the crime
should be investigated by independent bodies and be put to an end, and that
the criminals be brought to justice.
Such heinous crimes against the Eritrean people and government over the
past 20 years were perpetrated through fanning unprecedented baseless “border
conflicts”, blessing aggression against sovereign Eritrean territory, coupled
with unwarranted and illegal “sanctions”, as well as organizing various forms
of political, military and economic conspiracies leading to open aggression.
And when all such conspiracies ended up in utter failure, the enemy quarters
resorted to the human trafficking ploy with a view to disintegrating and
paralyzing the indomitable people and Government of Eritrea.
The prime responsibility for the gross loss of human life, as verified by
concrete evidences, squarely rests on the US Administration that assigns
agents of international and regional bodies, in addition to deploying various
officials and spy agencies of different governments.
The Government of Eritrea again calls for due inquiry of the current and
previous such reprehensive incidents by independent bodies, and thus ensure
the supremacy of justice. Moreover, it reiterates its readiness to defend the
rights of its citizens in appropriate forums.
The Government of Eritrea extends its condolences to the bereaved families,
and calls on the Eritrean people to reinforce their spirit of steadfastness.
Asmara
9 October 2013

President holds talks with
DLCO-EA Council of Ministers

President
Isaias
Afwerki
yesterday received and held talks
with the Council of Ministers of the
Desert Locust Control Organization
for East Africa (DLCO-EA).
In the course of the meeting
at the State House, the President
stressed that the activities of the
organization should be assessed
within the context of food security
vis-à-vis the need for achieving
expanded membership.
He went on to emphasize that
the DLCO-EA should reinforce its
organizational capacity and scope
of work programs. President Isaias
also voiced Eritrea’s readiness
to back the activities of the
organization.
The members of the DLCO-

58th Regular Meeting of DLCO East Africa
Ministerial Council conducted here

The 58th Regular Meeting of the
Council of Ministers of the Desert
Locust Control Organization
for East Africa (DLCO-EA)
was conducted over the past 2
days at Asmara Palace Hotel in
the presence of the Agriculture
ministers of Eritrea, Republic of
Sudan, Uganda and South Sudan, as
well as representatives of different
countries and organizations.
In the course of the regional
meeting, Eritrean Minister of

Agriculture Arefaine Berhe said
that the world in general and the
East Africa region in particular
have been witnessing a period of
drought-food-shortages, besides
soaring food prices, especially
since 2006. He further noted the
need for exerting joint endeavors
on the part of member states
and partners with a view to
meeting the cherished bottom-line
organizational objective.
Commending the Eritrean

government’s initiative of hosting
the meeting, Mr. Gaspar Maliya,
Director of the organization,
pointed out that 2012 and 2013
were the years in which more
instances of desert locust swarm
were witnessed. He went on to
disclose that research works would
be conducted so as to devise
precautionary mechanisms in this
connection, and stated that the
Continued On Page 7

EA Council of Ministers on their
part stated that their stay here has
enabled them to get acquainted
with Eritrea’s right image. They
further expressed satisfaction
with President Isaias’ constructive
suggestions, and said that they
would apply the proposals he put
forth.

Present at the meeting were Mr.
Gaspar Maliya, Director of DLCOEA, Mr. Komayombi Bullegeya,
Executive Chairman of the
organization’s Ministerial Council,
Mr. Arefaine Berhe, Minister of
Agriculture of Eritrea, and his
counterparts from the Republic of
Sudan, Uganda and South Sudan.

Efforts being exerted to
control and prevent instances
of misdeeds: Justice Minister

The Minister of Justice, Ms.
Fawzia Hashim, said that efforts
are being exerted to control and
prevent instances of misdeeds
in connection with house rent,
land sale and the handling of
compensation for injuries. She
pointed out that such efforts by
the Ministry are being made in
cooperation with communities and
government institutions.
It is to be recalled that at a seminar
she conducted with community
representatives from the Central
region, Ms. Fawzia indicated that
the Ministry has been working
on the basis of civil and criminal
legal provisions with direct
relevance to customary practices.
She further explained that more
than 400 community magistrates
were established nationwide in
the post-independence years with
a view to guaranteeing local legal
service that spares the population
from undesired waste of time and
energy.
In the course of the seminar,
Ms. Fawzia outlined the current
endeavors of the Ministry which
pertain to raising service quality on
the basis of developing a computer

system that enables tracking legal
cases, establishment of reliable
library and documentation system,
the nurturing of more legal
professionals, as well as the putting
in place of necessary infrastructural
facilities. She also stated that joint
promotional campaigns would
be launched in 2014 to promote
popular awareness regarding legal
issues in collaboration with the
Ministry of Information and other
government institutions.
Moreover, the Minister stressed
that
increased
community
participation is a prerequisite as
regards meeting the cherished
national goal of ensuring economic
self-sufficiency through raising the
production capacity of nationals.
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Promoting Literacy: Eritrea’s
Farsighted Vision Part V & Final
Kesete Ghebrehiwet

It would be a repetition to say
Complementary
Elementary
Education (CEE) has been
introduced in different regions
and administrative areas of the
country. However, it is significant
to mention the CEE and other
programs time and again for it is
a cumulative result of different
literacy campaigns and particularly
development of curriculum which
contributed most to the reduction
of the country’s illiteracy rate.
What is more is that in the course
of the phase by phase development
of curriculum for adult education
two books titled Social Studies

for Adults (volume one and
volume two) were published. The
two books published in the period
of the struggle for independence
were in use for 15 years. First
grade through third grade adult
education program was then
given three days a week. The
first graders used to attend three
classes in three hours while the
second and third graders used to
attend four classes in four hours
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of time.
A curriculum developed in the
pre-independence day became a
foundation to the development of
a revised curriculum in the postindependence period. Thus, a
curriculum that gives due attention
to the economic and social fabric
of the Eritrean society came in
to being. A book that comprises
basic numeric and construction of
sentences were prepared in 1997.
A set of fourteen consecutive
books in seven languages of
the country were published and
distributed in 1998. After seven
years of the first publication,
which is in 2005, a revised book
which evolved linguists in the
seven languages of the country
was also published in 2007. All
these books were made to be
reviewed by language experts.
Information and views shared
in a survey made in 2009 about

literacy and suitability of education
played due role in the development
of well-revised curriculum. Apart
from the development of adult
education curriculum, books
and other educational materials
including English language text
books for CEE were published
and distributed.
All the books published in the
pre and post-independence Eritrea
have made due contribution in
promoting literacy. What has been
achieved so far and educational
programs that has been carried out
throughout the country including
extension programs are vivid
indications of what the prospect
of literacy rate in the country
would be.
Extension programs have
been instrumental in providing
educational opportunities for a
number of nationals. Some citizens
who pursued their education
through extension programs have
not only eradicated illiteracy
but also made it to territory
education with an impressive
result. An extension program that
has been introduced in Afabet
is an instance of the different
mechanisms introduced to open a
venue towards increasing literacy

rate.
Afabet urban city is an epitome
of a successful extension programs
of education. Many students who
educated themselves through
such programs have
now been able to
participate in the
National Secondary
school
leaving
matriculation exam.
Afabet
sub-zone
has 39 institutions of
education that range
from
kindergarten
through
secondary
school, twenty two
centers of illiteracy
eradication,
eight
CEE centers and a
night shift class that
educates from 6th
th
through 12 grade.
The night shift educational
program
was
started
in
2006/2007 academic year with
the collaboration of NUEW and
initiative of interested students.
The
encouraging
outcome
achieved through the introduction
of the program has attracted
the attention of the Ministry of
Education and PFDJ. Hence,
NUEW, PFDJ and the Ministry
of Education worked hard to

boost the number of students.
Major contribution of NWEW in
encouraging students, upgrading
women’s awareness as regards
what benefits could be achieved
through education and in ensuring
sustainability of the program
deserves due appreciation.
Owing to different motivation
mechanisms, the night shift
education program which started
with only five students has now,
in the 2012/2013 academic
year, reached to 170 students
who are learning from 6th to 12th
grade. What makes this program
very successful is women’s
participation. Out of 35 students
who participated in the secondary
school national examination the
32 were female students.
The night shift students have
been pursing success no matter
where their initial starting point
was. These are students who
longed for success for a long
period of time and the places where
they are from have a very limited
educational access but they moved
to a place of wider opportunity
and thus become successful in
their endeavors. What makes the
experience of Afabet unique is
that the student who have been
scoring impressive results are

mothers in their forties, and others
are patents who shoulder heavy
familial responsibility.
She is an exemplary woman
who fought against societal
pressure, difficulties of maternity
and other challenges of wedlock,
Amna Mohammed Omar. Even
though she attended regular
education from primary through
secondary school, she was forced
to get married leaving aside her
dreams of pursing her education
until it reaches a targeted aim.
Amna has completed 12th grade
with full collaboration of her
husband and of course motivation
of her teachers. She finally seats
for secondary school matriculation
exam. It was in the middle of
the examination room that labor
pains started. Her teachers were
anxious about her and about the
incomplete examination paper,
and asked her what she would
do. Her answer was “I will finish
it while I am in the maternity
hospital” and she did so. Such
like initiatives of individuals
and an intensified eagerness to
get educated is what contributed
most towards a successful literacy
campaign. Thus, “Education
for All” continues to win over
illiteracy.
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Statement By H.E. Mr. Araya Desta Permanent Representative Of
Eritrea To The United Nations On Item 110: Measures To Eliminate
International Terrorism At The Sixth Committee Of The 68th
Session Of The United Nations General Assembly
Mr. Chairman,
At the outset, let me join
others in congratulating you for
your election as Chairperson of
the Sixth Committee. Likewise, I
wish to extend my congratulations
to the other members of the
Bureau.
My delegation aligns itself with
the statements made by Egypt and
by Iran on behalf of the Africa
Group and the Non-Aligned
Movement respectively under this
agenda item.
Mr. Chairman,
Eritrea reaffirms its unequivocal
condemnation of terrorism in
all its forms and manifestations,
committed by whomever, wherever
and for whatever purposes. Eritrea
strongly believes that terrorist acts
constitute a flagrant violations
of international law, including
international humanitarian and
human rights law and fundamental

freedoms of people. The recent
terrorist attack at the Westgate
Mall in Nairobi demonstrated once
again that the region is still prone
to terrorist acts despite serious
efforts to combat it. It highlights
that intensification of cooperation
is needed on information sharing
and exchanging of best practices
among countries of the region and
other stake holders.
To effectively prevent and
control the spread of terrorism,
equal emphasis and resource
should be devoted to the four pillars
indentified in the Global Counter
Terrorism Strategy, including
the root causes of terrorism and
the elimination of conditions
conducive to its spread. Long
standing conflicts, conditions of
inequality and poverty, among
others, must be addressed as part
of the overall terrorism strategy.
Mr. Chairman,
Eritrea is party to the OAU

Convention on the Prevention and
Combating   of Terrorism and other
relevant regional conventions,
including
the
CEN-SAD
Convention on Mutual Assistance
in Security Matters which allows
the members to take stringent
and tough measures to prevent
terrorism,
hostile
activities
and organized crimes in various
forms.
As detailed in the contents
of my delegation’s report
(S/2007/66) submitted to the
Counter Terrorism Committee,
pursuant to paragraph 6 of UNSC
resolution 1373 (2001) as well as
to UNSC resolution 1646 (2005),
national legislative measures
are in place in the prevention
and suppression of financing of
terrorism.
Eritrea, as a victim of terrorism
with a long experience of
combating this phenomenon, is
strongly convinced that prudence

must be exercised that threat or
use of force against the territorial
integrity or political independence
of any state is not invoked
under the pretext of combating
terrorism. Any action taken must
be consistent with international
law. The United Nations as
well as regional organizations
could play an important role
in combating terrorism and in
ensuring that terrorism is not
politicized to serve specific
purposes by some Member States.
Acts of terrorism cannot and should
not be associated with any single
religion, nationality, civilization or
ethnic group and due regards must
be given to legitimate struggle
for self determination. The use
of mainstream media and
social media as a platform for
disinformation is not acceptable.

is the theme of this year’s
commemoration of the World
Standards Day. The following
message is delivered in unison

by Dr. klause Wucherer president
of International Electro-technical
Commission (IEC), Mr. Terry
Hill president of International
Organization for Standardization
(ISO) and Dr. Hamadoun I. Toure
Secretary General of International
Telecommunication Union (ITU)
to mark the event. The World
Standard Day is being celebrated
for the forty four times worldwide;
and for the fourteen times here in
Eritrea through its agency, the
Eritrean Standards Institution.
Today
the
international
community faces shifting global
markets as well as a need to balance
remedies to macro-economic
challenges with the urgent call
for a meaningful response to
climate change. In this complex
environment,
international
standards are powerful tools
to lead positive change by
detailing specifications that can
open up global markets, create
enabling business environments,
spur economic growth and help
mitigate and adapt to climate
change.
International
standards
represent the consensus view of
the world ‘s leading experts in
industry sectors ranging from
energy utilities and energy
efficiency to transportation,
management systems, climate

change, healthcare, safety and
information and communication
technology (ICT). Volunteering
their knowledge in service of the
public interest, experts in these
and many other subjects come
together to create standards that
share innovation with all the
world’s countries and so provide
business, government and society
with a solid platform for positive
change.
Standards
support
rapid
economic growth in developing
countries by outlining best
practices that enable them to
avoid ‘’reinventing the wheel’.
Given the strong correlation
between economic growth and
urbanization,
standards
are
becoming increasingly important
in helping cities develop more
intelligent
and
sustainable
infrastructures, making them
better places to live.
International standards are
ensuring that products, services
and
environments
become
more accessible to persons with
disabilities.
Standards are also applied
as tools to help reduce climate
change by improving energy
efficiency
and
decreasing
waste and greenhouse gas
emissions. Standards share best
practices in renewable energy

Mr. Chairman,
Eritrea
reiterates

commitments to continue to
work at the national, regional and
international level to develop
and enforce effective counterterrorism measures consistent with
international law.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman
8th of October 2013

its

World standard day: International
standard ensure positive change

Every
year
international
standard day is commemorated on
the 14th of October. “International
standards ensure positive change”

generation, provide cutting –edge
requirements and processes for
waste disposal and recycling,
and tools to enhance efficiency
and environmental sustainability
across all industry sectors.
International standard bodies
such as IEC, ISO and ITU provide
cohesion to a myriad of national
and regional standards; thereby
harmonizing global best practices,
eliminating technical barriers to
trade, and fostering shared socioeconomic advance.
These benefits are ultimately all
passed on to the consumer in the
form of greater choice increased
quality and lower prices.
Today, IEC, ISO and ITU are
employing the time-tested benefits
of standardization to broker global
consensus on the best approaches
to contemporary social, economic
and environmental challenges.
The
principles
underlying
international standardization are
today more relevant than ever.
Standards continue to ensure
positive change by removing
barriers to communication and
cooperation, and the work of IEC,
ISO and ITU remains central to
the development of standards
that share knowledge among
all the world’s countries and so
provide building blocks for global
prosperity.
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VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

Formal Education,
Certifications or Equivalents

Bisha Mining Share Company is inviting applicants for the following TWO positions for
its Bisha Site Project;
1.
Structural Supervisor (01)
Major Duties and responsibilities: Detailing, scheduling and planning of all the various projects.
 Order placement for materials required to commence and construct the buildings
 Compiling of budget for approval and the management thereof.
 Responsible for safety on the jobsite and the required training to co-worker teams
to carry out installations in a safe manner.
 Training co-workers to use specialized equipment and the correct ways to work at
heights.
 Timekeeping, costing and accounting.
 QA/QC and the placement of proper installation procedures in place for all
structural and mechanical works.
 Guidance in sequence off installation procedures in place for all structural and
mechanical works.
 Guidance in sequence off installation on all structural works and all structural
elements.
 Implementing the codes of structural elements.
					
Profile: Qualifications and Experience
 Certificate in PC Engineering
 National & Overseas QA/QC
evaluation course and the implement off in
Formal Education,
work areas.
Certifications or
 National & Overseas construction
Equivalents
supervision course including construction
methods and specifications.
 National & Overseas Building
inspector course.
 Infrastructural and commercial
Working Experience –
supervision 5x years’ experience.
Nature & Length
 Process and mining construction
supervision 8 years’ experience.
 6 Years’ experience in structural
accommodation and building structures in
Leadership Experience –
various countries in Africa.
Nature & length of time
 2 Years’ process plant construction
supervision in Africa.

Other skills and abilities

1.

 Maintenance on all construction
equipment and buildings.
 Supervision in charge of the
construction of Mill, Crusher, Flotation
buildings.
 Basic survey and civil construction
experience.
 Good understanding of building
wiring diagrams and the installation thereof.
 Good understanding of all plumbing
and services installation and the installation
thereof.

\ELECTRICAL SUPERVISOR (01)

Major Duties and responsibilities:1.
Lay out and electrical design ensuring that all electrical requirements are met.
2.
Planning, detaining and scheduling of the various projects.
3.
Supervising the electrical installation to international safety and electrical
standards.
4.
Final testing of electrical circuits after installation.
5.
Commissioning of electrical installation.
6.
Responsible for safety on the jobsite and the required safety training to worker
teams to carry out installations in a safe manner.
7.
Timekeeping, costing and accounting.
8.
Order placement of required materials
9.
Budget layout and control.

Working Experience – Nature
& Length

Leadership Experience –
Nature & length of time

Other skills and abilities

Diploma in Air Conditioning and
refrigeration system.
Basic Automotive Air Conditioning
Certificate.
SAQCC Gas Practitioner CAT 3&5
Card Holder.
FOA Accredited Technicians course in
Fiber Optic Splicing.
Authorized in 11 & 22KV substation
switching.
Senior Technical Official with
ORHVS
Certificate N2 and Red Seal Qualified
Tradesman.
Electrical Maintenance, construction
installations, HV installations &
Maintenance in total 15 years mining
sector experience.
Production Drill, blast, loading and
hauling, dewatering in total 7 years’
experience.
In total 22 years of mining and
construction
environment
work
experience.
8 years supervisory level on electrical
construction and maintenance.
7years Supervisory level on mining
and production.
Report writing, risk assessments.
Supervisor in charge of construction of
process plant,(crushing,screening,pum
ping,conveyors)
Electrical maintenance and fault
finding on Variable Speed Drivers and
Soft Starters.
Maintenance and fault finding on
Variable Speed Drivers and Soft
Starters.
Electrical fault finding and repairs on
buildings and houses.
Construction and fault finding of 11
and 22 KV overhead power lines joints
plus Termination.
Gas testing and Flame proofing.

General Information and other requirements:
• Place of Work:
Bisha site.
• Type of contract:
Definite Period
• Salary: 		
As per Company salary scale.
• Additional requirement for Nationals:
• Having fulfilled his/her National Service obligation and provide evidence of release
paper from Ministry of Defense.
• Present clearance paper from current/last employer
• Testimonial documents to be attached (CV, work experience credentials, a copy of
your National Identity Card etc.).
• Only shortlisted applicants would be considered as potential candidates for an
interview.
• Application documents will not be returned back to sender and.
• All applications should be sent through the post office
• Deadline for application: 10 days from the day of publication in the Newspaper.
• Address: Please mail your applications to;
Bisha Mining Share Company,
P. O. Box 4276 Asmara, Eritrea
Note to Eritrean applicants:
Please send a copy of your application to
Ministry of Labor and Human Welfare
Department of Labor
P.O.BOX 5252, Asmara, Eritrea

Notice
The Eritro-German Association Management & Cultural Centre is
organizing to teach German language courses effective from Friday
November 01, 2013. Interested applicants are hereby invited for
registration from October 14th to 31st, 2013 during Monday to Friday.
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What Would Your
Chinese Name Be?

Ever since the establishment
of Confucius Institute at the
National Board for Higher
Education in Asmara, Eritrea,
many Eritreans have shown
interest in learning the Chinese
language. One of the questions
that my Eritrean students often
ask me is, “Sir, could you tell me
my Chinese name?” As a Chinese
language teacher, I, therefore,
would like to say something about
the origins and characteristics of
Chinese names.
Every nation has its own
culture of naming and China is
no exception. China has 56 ethnic
groups and the Han ethic group
represents about 92% to 93%
of China’s total population. The
Chinese people’s names signify
the Han nationality. A Chinese
name consists of a surname
(family name) and a given name
which are opposite the English
names in order -- the family
name comes first and given name
comes second. Unlike many
English names Chinese names
don’t have middle names.
The surnames in the Han
nationality were acquired over
5000 years ago. However, it
was not until Song dynasty
(960-1279) that the surnames
were classified in a certain
order. The first emperor in Song
dynasty asked his scholars to
compile all the Chinese people’s
surnames in that era and they
edited a book called 百家姓
(Bai Jia Xing) (literally meaning
Hundreds of Surnames in China)
--actually, the book consists of
more than 100 surnames. Since
the emperor’ name was 赵匡胤
(Zhao Kuangyin), his surname
赵(Zhao) is the first in the book..
Then follows 赵(Zhao)钱(Qian)
孙(Sun)李(Li);周(Zhou)吴(Wu)
郑(Zheng)王(Wang);冯(Feng)
陈 (Chen)楚 (Chu)魏 (Wei); 蒋
(Jiang)沈 (Shen) 韩 (Han)杨
(Yang)……
In ancient times, people of high
positions had a habit of adding
names of legendary literary
figures or names which give
alternative meanings or names of
whim and style to their originally
given first names and surnames.
For example: many Chinese
people in ancient times had
the name 字(Zi, an alternative
name). Another example can
also be seen in the use of the
name赵云(Zhao Yun)or赵子龙
(Zhao Zilong), the undefeated
fighter from the Three Kingdoms

(220-280) period, 赵云“字”
子龙who is well known to every
Chinese. Many poets and writers
in ancient times also had the
name号(Hao, a literary name).
Such as李白(Li Bai), one of the
greatest poets in Tang dynasty
(618-907), 曹雪芹(Cao Xueqin),
the author of The Dream of the
Red Chamber (David Hawks
translated the masterpiece as The
Story of the Stone ), one of the
Great Four Classics in China.
Those people not only have
an alternative name, but also a
literary name.
Chinese surnames are of two
types, single-character surnames
and compound surnames, with
the former outnumbering the
later. For example, 张(Zhang),
王(Wang),李(Li),刘(Liu)
are
among the most common one
character surnames. Few people
have two character surname for
example 欧阳(Ouyang)SIM
官(Shangguan),诸葛(Zhuge).
Whether the surname is of one
character or two it usually carries
some positive meanings. The
Chinese names also differ for the
two sexes. For the boys names
like,
刚(Gang),强(Qiang),超
(Chao) are commonly given and
for the girls names like, 美(Mei),
玲(Ling),华(Hua),艳(Yan) are
used. It is easy to tell the gender
of a Chinese based on his or her
name in most occasions.
A single Chinese character
may have more than one meaning
depending on the other character
it is combined with. Many
characters of surnames in China
bear more than one meaning.
Like SIM
(money),
王(King),
张
(A measure word in Chinese
language)…etc. One should be
careful in giving names to people
with surnames like吴. The
surname SIM
has the same pronunciation
with 无( meaning “do not have
”).
When giving names many
Chinese families stick to their
family trees. The male members
of a clan or a family should use
the characters stipulated in the
family as a part of the given
name. Take 孔(Kong)as a typical
example. The Chinese people’s
surname 孔, is the first character
in the given names that follow:
繁 (Fan),祥 (Xiang),令 (Ling),
德 (De), 维 (Wei),垂 (Chui),佑
(You)…If two Chinese whose
surname is 孔 happen to meet,

even though they come from
different areas and do not know
each other, they know exactly
how to address one other from
their names.
It is not generally accepted to
change names in Chinese culture.
Yet people in the show business
and well known artists are often
seen to change their names.
For example: the names of the
world’s most famous Kong Fu
Masters 李小龙(Li Xiaolong,
Bruce Lee),李 usually translated
as Lee and 成龙(Cheng Long)
usually translated as Jackie Chen.
Some famous stars: singers,
movie actors or comic dialogue
performers have stage name to
make people remember them
easily. The famous writer莫言
(Mo Yan),Noble Prize Winner for
literature in 2012, is also another
example. His original name is
not 莫言, 莫言is a pen name he
uses in his writings.
When it comes to translating
names into Chinese, there are
three translation methods: i. e.
free translation, literal translation

and transliteration can be used.
To translate English names,
transliteration is preferable. In
China, a married woman keeps
her maiden name. Usually the
child or children will take the
father’s surname, but in some
cases they take the mother’s.
Thus it is one of the reasons why
Chinese families prefer boys
to girls. Usually in translating
names, characters with similar
pronunciation and that give
positive meaning are put together.
Such names cannot be traditional
Chinese names. Most of the
Eritrean students who went to
China to pursue their masters
degree, got Chinese names such
as: 王力, 武泽凯, etc, names
which are easy to remember for
Chinese people. If you happened
to learn some Chinese language,
you must know there are more
than one Chinese characters of
the same pronunciation (It is also
true for many Chinese words).
There is no exact rule which
characters that we should choose
from.

5

I came to understand that
translating Tigrinya names to
English names is quite simple.
The pronunciation of the Geeze
alphabets covers almost all of the
pronunciations in all the other
languages. For instance, names
like Saba and Efrem give the
same meaning to native English
speakers. If these names are to be
translated into Chinese, A. they
would be translated differently
by different people and B. they
would lose their original meaning
in the course of the translations.
With the help of the phonetics, it
is quite easy to translate Chinese
names into English. We have
Chinese phonetics without the
tone marks and it doesn’t make
much meaning to native English
speakers. Phonetics translation
from Chinese to English has
also been accepted by translation
organizations in China. I feel
assured that you know a little
about the Chinese names now.

Feng Chao
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The Sunrise Breath

On the early hours and days of this month,
I received letters of awarenessfrommy inner
world, andit has taken me this long - two
weeks- to reply to the letter.Of all the times
of awareness, that moment was a unique call
– a strong knock from within the campus of
my dream land. I wondered what was in the
body of the letters, and it didn’t take me much
time and effort to comprehend the message. It
was all about an intension to awaken me so as
to source drinkable and consumable streams,
being a huge conscious river of existence by
myself. As far as I know, the river I followis
in continuous flow and there has never been
a minute of discontinuity in the days of my
presence. Huge mountains, little hills and giant
basements of rocks have been contributing to
its flow – therefore pronouncing - continuity,
availability and at the very worst case simple
appearance as it is, cascading down to all its
consumers in a new dimension of possibility.
With immeasurable affection to its consumers,
I have never seen a limitation of its initiative.
But now, the strong knock meant something,
and I should of course comprehend and
respond to the quest of the inner world I
aspire to realize, and the first step I took was
to hear to its messages appropriately. Its tail
in the mountains and its head in the seas OR
its source in the mounts and its destination
in the oceans, I saw the river was the main
media of the communication channel for the
messages. The river leads to the sea and back
from the sea messages come. But I needed
more information and I continued reading the
letter. After reaching to atipping point, to the
apex of the stamina, I noticed a dialogue and
the dialogue was among The Sea, The River
and The Sun- and the clouds were never in
silence and the skies display a reflection of
the endless voices from the depths and the
voices were strong and shocking. The letters
I received were the bits of the dialogue and
the voices and the dialogue in wholeness was
the letters…
Triggered in wholeness, my ears as big as
my universe, I decided to go closer towards
the site of the dialogue. Giving my full
attentionand knowingits possibility, I saw
far to the west and to the east. Going to the
west I would find the source of the huge river
which feeds the sea and the reflection of the
sun which shines the mountains; and going
to the east I would see the sea in vastness
along with the colorful reflection of the
sunrise and the clouds twisting around the
peaks of the mountains. In both scenarios I
visualizedranges of mountains to climb to – to

reach to the top – to see everything in clarity
and to know what is happening. I wonder if
this is a horn of dilemma–should I be going
to the east or to the west? Of course I have
to make the choice, because it is me who is
at the very gates to the inner worlds of mine
– where the dialogue exists in abundance.
I have travelled so many times to the west,
though it will not be boring, there will be
pre-calculated expectations. The east is a
new experience for me and I see an endless
adventure of exploration in the vastness of the
sea and its voices… and that is what I prefer
for this trip. Walking down the twisted road,
I will reach at the turning point of the curve
that leads to the king of the eastern mountains.
Atop from the mountains of prophecy, facing
to the east , to the sea, I would have a clear
look of the sea, a precise grasp of its voices,
its laughs and cries; I would see a reflection of
its dreams, its intentions and core messages,
I would explore its hellish mouths, its teeth,
the emptiness within its stomach and down to
its intestine … I would discover its calmness,
hurricanes, its surfaces, its deepness, and its
natural will of its intentions.
I think it is neither madness nor oddness to
intend to speak in the languages of the sea,
the river and the sun, to comprehend their
dynamicity and specificity; it is an attempt to
realize the vastness of the working system,
the abundance of nature and its undeniable
reality. Tuning my senses of awareness with
full attention, I lent myself in wholeness to
the sea … he has already started talking.In
my first attempt to comprehend the talk of the
sea, I was overindulged – unable to follow his
speech; which was so vast and loud, so strong
and long. Then I submitted the scene as it is to
my subconscious mind, which would interact
well with the scenario. Yes, I just knew the sea
was talking… “Deep within me lays another
world, where the rays of the sun have never
reached, skilled divers have never explored
and I have mountain ranges and valleys, living
and nonliving, settled and moving, rocks and
caves …for I am vast and deep, nobody can
deny my robustness. Like any other creatures I
need to eat and drink, to play and enjoy, to live
and to survive. It is said and it is true that I feed
myself from the flow of the rivers and floods,
from the fall of the clouds and of course from
the balancing system, where oceans would
feed the seas and the seas would contribute
back to oceans. I wonder many of my friends
forget that I am seated above the core fire,
which is part of my nature. At the core exits
immeasurable pressure, endless disturbance

that I need to endure. This fire, flamed within
my stomach is the source of my breath in the
form of storms and tornados. This is a natural
system which creates the unmanageable
noises we notice on the surfaces of my world.
I do guess the sun and the river has also a part
to play which I would not be dare enough to
mention them right now.”
I could not understand a bit. All the sea
was trying to say was nothing more than
beating about the bush. The sun was much
more beyond sunrise, seated high on the sky,
shadowed by the clouds; she was struggling to
clearly expose every bit of the happenstance.
Now the sea in ultimate calmness, tries to hide
everything as if nothing has happened. The sun
appears to be innocent of the consequence and
the river stopped streaming, afraid of being
in charge of the situation. Soon the clouds
become heavy, terrifying the world creatures
under its territory. Supported by its rays on the
huge mountains, dressed in her red garment,
the sun burst her eyes in tears.How shocking it
would be to see what she saw and to hear what
she heard. Itwas intolerable. Trying to climb
to the top of the mountains, almost in touch
with the clouds, I wanted to see and sense;
butthe sea come to its stillness, now feeding
himself the tears of the angels, humans and
the animals out of their deep sadness – I saw
the world in sorrow. Her hands on her head,
now the sun started to complain, “Placed high
on the skies, I have never wished to see this. It
was not my expectation; I wish I were by the
other side of the world forever.”
Yet, this did not give sense to me. What about
the river? What could be he saying right now.
The river in total despair and with muddled
soul contemplated saying, “feeding the sea is
like feeding the world’s biggest beast. I hate
myself for flowing to the sea, to the ocean –
feeding the beast.” But,as per me I blame all
of them, the sun, the river and the sea. They
are naturally connected and one’s action could
be triggered and inspired by the other. What
one has done, is known by the other. Then
how can they be blaming to one another –
while they know what they have done. After
all I hate the sea, the river and the sun. Why
would they device this world disaster? My
sunrise breath from the top of the mountains
of prophecy filled me with sadness. Don’t
the mountains could have known what would
happen that day in advance? What about the
clouds and the winds?With a cluttered soul
I saw back to the streets of the city from the
top of the mountain; what I saw was I what
I felt, dressed in angel clothes the world was
breathing in sigh, in sadness. Then I asked to
the mountain ranges what exactly happened.
Many of them in sad faces replied, “The beast
has eaten life along its tomorrows, dreams,
and life values. Life in calculation vanished.
Life in temptation failed. Voices of the life in
temptation cried loud. The noises of the sea
disturbed the skies.Life replied in tears...”
Then I wished another life – which should be
full of strength and humbleness. Otherwise the
sunrise breath of the days became shockingly
out of the expected reality. Now I hate the sea
and its selfishness, the sun and her calmness,
the river and its flow. It makes no sense to go
out for the sunrise breath. I hope the mountains
of prophecy have something to say about what
is tomorrow’s sunrise.

Triggered
Trigger: Life

STRONG AND HUMBLE
Motorized by the power owner
Let us endeavor to own power
Power stronger than all metals
The one which lives in brain not in
muscles
With no battle
In the absence of higher and lower
Hierarchy and its follower
Uplifted from the level of sensation
In control of your land
Healthier than the physical king
It does not request any thing
Than humbleness roofed by tolerance
Tolerance sheltered at humbleness
Being flex to play with an axe
Part of strength in another apex
Turning off external lights
Aimed to alter the eye in brightness.
It is humbleness and its stronger side
Don’t worry to own them
You are gifted;
Don’t hurry to play on them
You may be killed
By the one who mastered it.
Still be strong and humble.
_Salina Imam: 8-9 of October 2013

Inspired
“First I would like to say keep it up for
what you are doing and I am a big fun of
your pages. Here is one of my sayings that
I would like to share for today:
‘I all the time try to see the moon, but I
can’t. I am not blind, I am not shortsighted
either. The reason is one of the stars is
always in my heart. I guess it is even
bigger than the moon. Because it has lots
of love.’ …”
_SelamTeklehaymanot, from SMAP
Institute, Department of Business
English: Wed, 09 Oct, 2013 12:38 PM

Quotes
Things fall apart; the center cannot
hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and
everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the
worst
Are full of passionate intensity.
_W. B. Yeats (1865 - 1939): Irish poet
and playwright.
Michael Robartes and the Dancer, “The
Second Coming”
Earth felt the wound, and Nature from
her seat
Sighing through all her works gave signs
of woe,
That all was lost.
_John Milton (1608 - 1674):English
writer.Referring to the Fall.
Paradise Lost
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Bethlhem Teame
Distance plays a sad tune within
the strings of our hearts, when what
was close once leaves- the melody
of sadness fills the heart.
But I heard that the heart has
its own unique way of measuring
a distance; that boundless and
bottomless distances can exist
between two people sharing an
umbrella from the pouring rain
or the scorching sun according to
the measurement unit of the heart.
Thus distance between two people
or a place is only as the heart allows
and measures it to be.
People often accuse distance
as the sole cruel agent in creating
a drift or a space between people
when in reality it is the heart that
plays the main role in creating
unbridgeable drifts and distances
that keep people at the opposite
ends of a periphery. The eye and
the heart have two different means
of measuring a distance and I think
that is why they say that what is
out of sight is also out of the mind,
but this particular saying is not
necessarily true nor is it applicable
to the way the heart measures a
distance. One can always stay close
to the heart even if it is miles away
from the eye. According to the
measurement unit of the heart what
is close in the eye could be far away
in the heart and vice versa.
There is no mountain high enough,
no river wide enough or no distance
far enough for the willing heart to
reach out and touch and as such the
mighty and fearsome distance that
separates places and people from
one other claims no power or any
semblance of control over the heart.
To the willing heart no distance is
unbridgeable or unreachable. On the
other hand it is the journey that the
heart embarks that is unreachable
and unbridgeable. When the heart
takes on a journey there is nothing
that can bridge the drift and the
distance in between, no phone or
no mail, internet can reach it out.
Yeah, when the heart embarks on
a journey no compass or GPS can
trace or navigate the range of its
distance.
When discussing this topic with a
friend she told me that the science
of distance and parting is as abstruse
as the concept of UFO to her mind
framework. ‘ it is beyond my ability
to understand’ she told me throwing
her hands with frustration, “I have a
brother whom I am very much close
with while he is half way across the
globe while having a lukewarm

relationship with the other one who
lives under the same roof with me.
I share my deepest secrets with
the one who lives abroad but only
nods a greeting with the one who is
near and here. I know the very little
things and details about my brother
in abroad while I know diddlysquat
about the one here; I am not even
sure what he is majoring in. I guess
in my heart’s case the measurement
of distance is reversed. But again a
lot of people share my experience in
this aspect where someone is close
in distance but faraway in heart and
vice versa.”
The heart doesn’t measure
distance in terms of the Metric
system or International System of
Units or other measurement units.
People who are miles away from
each other physically can be at a
very close range of connectivity
and heart to heart with each other
in the measurement unit of the heart
while by the same measurement
people under the same roof can
be strangers at heart. People often
blame distance and time to be the
public enemies in the prospect of
friendships or relationships when
in truth it is the heart that holds the
key to how a certain relationship
would fare. Distance loses its rules
and controls over the sovereignty of
the heart. In heart even the greatest
distances could be bridged and
conquered.
The voice of life in one can
reach the ear of life of other even
across the two poles of the earth
if the hearts are willing to stay
bounded to each other. It is like
signing in to IM (Instant Messages)
online; once one is connected
online one can send and receive
messages across the continents via
the internet but the moment one
sign out of the connection, it is
impossible to exchange messages
from and to. The trick is to stay
connected. Distance means nothing
to the heart till the very moment
the hearts stay connected, but once
this connection or bond is broken,
distance would seem unbridgeable
and let its effects unfold in the
course of a relationship. We then
start to measure distance according
to the human mind and eyes and
not the heart and feel the influence
and rule of distance. A lot of people
use distance as an excuse to explain
the widening drift in between
but we all know that distance has
half the influence the heart has in
how a certain relationship would
fare; the heart can’t be forced to
the conventionalism of rules and
orders. The heart has reasons and
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What is the measurement
of distance?

rules that reasons know nothing
about and distance is one of these
rules the heart rebels from.
Do you have a friendship/
relationship that has gone stale
after you parted ways? Which
distance caused the drift? The
distance between your places or
the distance between your hearts?
The physical distance seems to
have such a tremendous effect
only after the distance between the
hearts grew larger and larger with
each passing day and create this
void that can’t be filled otherwise.
Did your heart take a journey of its
own after the farewell?Can a heart
overcome the effects and the notion
of distance?Can distance really then
wreck the longtime built friendship
and closeness just like that? Is it
true when said that if someone is
out of sight that someone is also out
of mind and the heart too?
Distance wrecks relationships
and friendships only when the heart
also takes the journey from each
other. If the heart goes astray then
that long bridge that connected the
two hearts was broken and nothing
connects the hearts anymore. The
heart has its own way of measuring
a distance, and this is what I have
discovered the past month I know
you might think I am a bit slow in
the social affairs having to realize
about this particular information at
this age and hour. It is okay I pride
myself in my slowness.
I think in modern world they
call it being overly sentimental to
harbor feelings of longing for one
in distance or shedding tears during
farewell as outdated or an ancient
practice because that’s what I heard
the other time when two friends
who grew up together parted ways
for years to finally meet up and

reunite. One was sobbing like a
little girl when hugging the other
while the other one just smiled
and embraced her longtime friend
nonchalantly. This was when I first
understood that the distance that
keeps us apart is the distance our
hearts part from each other and not
the physical distance, but apparently
in the above case the hearts were in
different positions when one stayed
and waited faithfully for the union
the other one has walked astray
and journeyed untraceable voyage.
Was she too green to want to hold
to memory, a foolish for wanting
to defy the nature of distance by
keeping her friend close to her heart
and expected all to be the same as
before? I didn’t want to crush her
naivety by telling her that memories
are like stones, time and distance
erodes them like acid till no trace
is left behind, if the hearts involved
didn’t protect the memories of the
past. Distance can make the very
close people complete strangers to

each other, beyond any recognition
or familiarity to notice, if the
journey is a journey of the heart.
It was Shakespeare who said that
parting is such a sweet sorrow – be it
bitter or sweet it indeed is a sorrow
that bruises the heart. Parting and
their farewells then tend to be teary
and very emotional wary and fearful
of the distance that will stretch
out ahead in between. For we all
know that with the word ‘farewell’,
however we promise, hope, believe
and pray, lies the meaning of
parting and the stretching distance
in between. However we wish,
promise and pray to stay in touch,
we have no guarantee that the
heart will keep the promise and
keep in touch despite the distance
in between us. Partings tend to be
emotional because it tests the hearts
involved and puts the friendship or
relationship under the fire. Leaving
reminds us what we can part with
and the magnitude of distance- be it
physical or virtual.

58th Regular Meeting of DLCO
East Africa Ministerial . . .
Continued From Page 1
organization has been compelled
to extend the scope of its activities
in connection with the instances of
horde by other pests, Quila-Quila
birds and Tsetse Fly.
In the same vein, Mr. Komayombi
Bullegeya, Executive Chairman
of the DLCO-EA Council of
Ministers, explained that global
worming has aggravated the risk
of desert locust swarm, and hence
the need for further equipping the
organization both materially and in

human capacity.
The Council of Ministers of
the organization adopted annual
budgetary allocations and work
programs for the country branches,
and decided that the forthcoming
meeting would be conducted
in Tanzania. Moreover, they
conducted extensive discussion on
various agenda items.
It is to be recalled that the DLCOEA was established in 1962 here in
Asmara, while such meetings were
conducted in 1996 and 2005 in
Eritrea.
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Greenwald Asks Brazil To Give Asylum To Snowden

Glenn Greenwald (C) testifies on
Wednesday before a committee of
the Brazilian Senate investigating
reports about US, British and
Canadian spying on the Latin
American nation

American journalist Glenn
Greenwald, who first published
secret documents leaked by US
surveillance whistleblower Edward
Snowden, says Brazil should grant
asylum to Snowden.
Greenwald of Britain’s Guardian
newspaper made the remarks on
Wednesday during a briefing to
Brazilian senators investigating
reports about US, British and
Canadian spying on the Latin
American nation.
In June, Snowden, a former CIA
employee, leaked two top secret
US government spying programs
under which the National Security
Agency (NSA) and the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
are eavesdropping on millions of
American and European phone
records and the Internet data from
major Internet companies such as
Facebook, Yahoo, Google, Apple,
and Microsoft.
Snowden
also
revealed
information about NSA espionage
activities targeting friendly countries
across the world.
“We
now
have
several
denunciations that show that the
spy program is not about terrorism.
It is about increasing the power
of the American government,”
Greenwald told senators, speaking
in Portuguese.
“There are many nations saying,
‘We’re glad to be learning all
this information,’ but almost
nobody wants to protect the
person responsible for letting the
world discover it,” the Brazilbased journalist said, referring to
Snowden.
He added that if “a government is
serious about defending privacy of
data and freedom of the press,” it
would protect Snowden.

Us Army Plans ‘Iron Man’ Armour
For Soldiers
The US Army is working to
develop “revolutionary” smart
armour that would give its troops
“superhuman strength”.
It is calling on the technology
industry, government labs and
academia to help build the Iron
Man-style suit.
Other exoskeletons that allow
soldiers to carry large loads much
further have already been tested by
the army.
The Tactical Assault Light
Operator Suit (Talos) would have
such a frame but would also have
layers of smart materials fitted with
sensors.
The suit would also need to
have wide-area networking and
a wearable computer similar to
Google Glass, the US Army said.
It should be made of smart
material fitted with sensors to
monitor body temperature, heart
rate and hydration levels.
The exoskeleton, which could be
attached to arms and legs, would be
likely to use hydraulics to greatly
increase strength.
“The
requirement
is
a
comprehensive family of systems
in a combat armour suit where
we bring together an exoskeleton

Last month, Brazilian President
Dilma Rousseff canceled a planned
visit to the White House over US
spying on Brazilian officials and
companies.
Brazil’s Globo TV has reported
that the NSA spied on emails, phone
calls and text messages of Rousseff
and Mexican President Enrique
Pena Nieto.
The report was based on
documents released by Snowden.
Rousseff was scheduled to visit
Washington in late October to meet
her US counterpart Barack Obama
and discuss a possible four-billiondollar jet fighter deal, cooperation
on oil and biofuels technology
between the two biggest economies
in the Americas, as well as other
commercial projects.
In July, Brazil’s O Globo
newspaper said the NSA has been
spying on Brazilian companies and
individuals for a decade.
The newspaper reported on July
7 that the NSA had collected data
on billions of telephone and email
conversations in the country.
The report said that information
released by Snowden reveals that
the number of telephone and email
messages logged by the NSA in the
10-year period was near to the 2.3
billion captured in the US during
the same period.

Link To Oetzi The Iceman Found
In Living Austrians
Austrian scientists have found
that 19 Tyrolean men alive today
are related to Oetzi the Iceman,
whose 5,300-year-old frozen body
was found in the Alps.
Their relationship was established
through DNA analysis by scientists
from the Institute of Legal Medicine
at Innsbruck Medical University.
The men have not been told about
their connection to Oetzi. The DNA
tests were taken from blood donors
in Tyrol.
A particular genetic mutation
was matched, the APA news agency
reports.
Oetzi’s body was found frozen in
the Italian Alps in 1991.
Walther Parson from the Institute
told APA, the Austrian Press
Agency, that the same mutation
might be found in the nearby Swiss
region of Engadine and in Italy’s
South Tyrol region.
“We have already found Swiss
and Italian partners so that we can

pursue our research,” he said.
He was quoted as saying DNA
had been analysed from 3,700 men
who had given blood donations in
Tyrol. They also provided data on
their ancestry.
Women were not included in
the study, as a different procedure
would be required to match their
genes.
Since Oetzi was first found by
hikers with an arrow buried in his
back, experts have determined that
he died from his wounds. There has
been extensive debate as to whether
he fell where he died or was buried
there by others.

Us Can Revise Egypt Military Aid Decision: Kerry
The army wants soldiers of the
future to be better equipped

with innovative armour, displays
for power monitoring, health
monitoring, and integrating a
weapon into that,” said Lt Col Karl
Borjes, a science adviser at the US
Army’s research, development and
engineering command.
According to US Army Sgt Maj
Chris Faris, “no one industry can
build it”.
Instead the army is calling
on research and development
organisations, private industry
as well as government labs and
academia to support the project.
The US Army said it was likely
that scientists at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology would be
involved in the design.
An MIT team is currently
developing liquid body armour made from fluids that transform
into a solid when a magnetic field
or electrical current is applied.

US Secretary of State John
Kerry says Washington can revise
its decision of suspending military
hardware deliveries to Egypt
depending on steps the militaryappointed government takes toward
a political transition.
Kerry made the remarks shortly
after arriving in Malaysia on
Thursday, a day after the United
States halted some aid to Egypt.
He said that the suspension did
not mean Washington was severing
ties with Cairo over the ouster of
the country’s first democratically
elected President Mohamed Morsi
in a military coup in July.
“The
interim
government
understands very well our
commitment to the success of this
government... and by no means is this
a withdrawal from our relationship or
a severing of our serious commitment
to helping the government” transition
to democracy, Kerry stated.
Washington said on Wednesday it
would withhold deliveries of some
large-scale military systems and

US Secretary of State John Kerry
arrives at the Royal Malaysian Air
Force (TUDM) base in Subang, outside
Kuala Lumpur, October 10, 2013

$260 million in cash aid to Egypt
in a bid to ensure Cairo follows a
political “roadmap” announced by
the military after Morsi’s dismissal
on July 3.
The US State Department said in
a statement, Washington has frozen
“the delivery of certain large-scale
military systems and cash assistance
to the government pending credible
progress toward an inclusive,
democratically elected civilian
government through free and fair
elections.”
Kerry said, “We will continue to
make certain the roadmap remains
a primary goal for the interim
government because I believe they
do want to continue the relationship

Tribunal Indicts New Suspect In Hariri Murder
An international court has
published one more arrest warrant
related to the killing of Rafik alHariri, the former Lebanese prime
minister, that almost pushed the
country into civil war.
Thursday’s announcement came
months after the actual indictment.
The Special Tribunal for Labanon
in the Hague has already indicted
the fifth suspect, Hassan Habib
Merhi, on July 31 for the 2005
bombing that killed Hariri and 21

A reconstruction shows what
Oetzi may have looked like before an
arrow felled him

Four Hezbollah members were
charged in 2011 with plotting the
attack but have not been arrested

others in Beirut, but kept it a secret
to give the Lebanese government
time to attempt to arrest him the

accused.
Prosecutors say Merhi, like the
four suspects previously indicted
by the court, is a supporter of
Hezbollah, the Shia political party
and paramilitary group.
They say he helped plan the bomb
attack and afterwards tried to hide
Hezbollah’s alleged responsibility.
Hezbollah denies any role in
killing Hariri, a billionaire Sunni
Muslim politician.
None of the four suspects

previously indicted, who include
Mustafa Amine Badreddine, a
senior Hezbollah figure, is in the
court’s custody. The court is trying
them in absentia.
In the 35-page indictment,
prosecutors used mobile phone
records to detail how Merhi and
Badreddine allegedly worked
with Salim Jamil Ayyash, another
suspect, to monitor Hariri’s
movements over the final weeks of
his life.

in a positive way with the United
States.”
“We want this government to
succeed but we want it also to be the
kind of government that Americans
feel comfortable supporting,” he
added.
“As we see this roadmap evolve
and actually be met, which the
government has said, we expect the
renewal of certain of those systems
as it is deemed by the president of
the United States to be relevant to
that particular moment and to the
relationship. So this will be on a
basis of performance and it will be
on the basis of what evolves over the
course of the roadmap in the next
months.”
Egypt has been experiencing
unrelenting violence since July
3, when the army ousted Morsi’s
government,
suspended
the
constitution, and dissolved the
parliament. It also appointed the
head of the Supreme Constitutional
Court, Adly Mahmoud Mansour, as
the new interim president.
The government of Mansour has
launched a bloody crackdown on
Morsi supporters and arrested more
than 2,000 Brotherhood members,
including the party’s leader,
Mohamed Badie, who was detained
on August 20.
About 1,000 people were killed in
a week of violence between Morsi
supporters and security forces after
police dispersed their protest camps
in a deadly operation on August 14.
The massacre sparked international
condemnation and prompted world
bodies to call for an independent
investigation into the violence.

